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Give your Fish a ‘Betta’ aquarium environment!
Siamese Fighting Fish make excellent first pets and are one of the most popular tropical fish in
our homes today. Because this species are perfectly happy being kept on their own and thrive
in small areas, the Marina Betta Kit is the perfect aquarium to develop the hobby.
To thrive, Siamese Fighting Fish need to be kept at 24 - 25 degrees Celsius and grow to around
6cm, meaning a tank of 6L or more is perfect for this colourful fish to spread its beautiful fins.
The fantastic new Marina Betta Kit provides the perfect
environment for your beautiful Siamese Fighting Fish to
explore, complete with all the elements you will need to
ensure your Siamese Fighter feels right at home.
Designed to hold 7 litres of water, which is a large enough
area to house a Siamese Fighter Fish plus a couple of snails
and shrimp to help keep the aquarium clean, the compact
aquarium is available in a choice of two colours and
reversible aquarium backgrounds to suit your decor.
Turn your Betta tank into a stylish underwater home with the help of the contemporary range
of Marina gravel and plants, all available in a selection of colours and plant varieties to dress
your tank beautifully. There is also an optional LED light, enhancing the beauty of your fish and
illuminating plants and ornaments.
The Marina Betta Kit fully complies with OATA’s
guidelines for keeping fish in the UK, so you can be
sure your Betta fish is happy, healthy and has all the
space he needs.
The Marina Betta Kit comes complete with:
· 7L Aquarium
· Marina i25 Internal Filter
· Submersible Heater
· Double sided background
For more information or to find a stockist visit
www.hagen.com or e-mail elisha.gardner@rchagen.com

